Hemispheric interactions: the bilateral advantage and task difficulty.
Twenty-five normal subjects made "same-different" responses to dot patterns presented in the LVF, RVF or bilaterally. Task difficulty was manipulated in each condition by varying the number of dots in the two patterns presented from two to four to six. The pairs of patterns always had the same number of dots on a given trial. Response latency and accuracy worsened as the number of dots increased for all three presentation conditions and for both "same" and "different" judgements. Overall, responding was faster and the number of errors lower on Bilateral presentations. For response latencies to identical patterns of dots, the size of the bilateral advantage increased relative to RVF responding as task difficulty increased but did not change significantly relative to LVF responding. When the two patterns were not identical the size of the advantage did not change as task difficulty increased. "Same" judgements were faster but less accurate than "different" judgements. A model of hemispheric interactions is proposed to account for the findings.